Once upon a time, a
long, long time ago...
...about a thousand years ago to be more precise, there lived a woman called
Estrid. This was during the age of the Vikings, when the land around Vallentunasjön
was inhabited by powerful clans.
In a time of intrepid voyages, grand claims to power and a belief in change, this
was the place that the Viking woman Estrid and her family called home for several
generations. Find out about Östen and his voyage to Jerusalem, Holme who went
to fight in Italy, and the great chieftain himself, Jarlabanke – who claimed to be the
owner of all Täby.
A thousand years may seem a long time, but in this unique district, ancient history
will feel like present day. Nowhere else in the world can boast as many well-preserved runic inscriptions as the area around the lake Vallentunasjön, inscriptions
which help bring the characters of the Viking Age back to life.
Take a tour around Runriket, “The Rune Kingdom”!

FINDING YOUR WAY
1 Jarlabankes bro
This is where Jarlabanke the Viking Age chieftain built an
impressive causeway across otherwise inaccessible wetland.
Probably built around the middle of the 11th century, Jarlabankes
bro is one of Sweden’s most noted historical monuments. Over the
centuries, some of the runestones have gone missing, but a third
of the causeway has now been restored to the condition it was
back in about 1700 AD.

2 Täby kyrka
Täby kyrka is a stone church from the 13th century that features
ceiling frescoes from the 1480s by the renowned painter Albertus
Pictor. Before the church was built, this may well have been the
site of Jarlabanke’s farmstead. Two pieces of runestone have been
set in the porch wall. The stones were inscribed in the 11th century
and recount the story of Holme, who perished in what is now Italy.
Holme was probably one of the many Scandinavians who enlisted
in the Byzantine emperor’s army.

3 Broby bro
There are six runestones in the area around Broby bro, four of
which can be traced to Jarlabanke’s clan. One of them was raised
by the Viking Age woman Estrid, Jarlabanke’s grandmother, in
memory of her husband, Östen, who perished in Greece. It is
the only preserved runic inscription in Sweden that refers to the
pilgrimages to Jerusalem. It was during excavations at Broby bro
that Estrid’s grave was discovered.

4 Fällbro
Fällbro is the site of three rune-inscribed boulders, as well as a
runestone raised to commemorate Jarlabanke. Both the boulders
and the runestone refer to the construction of a bridge – the brook
that divides Fällbro and Hagby was probably quite a bit wider at
that time. The burial field around Fällbro is evidence that there was
already a large farmstead at this site during the Viking Age.

5 Risbyle
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6 Gällsta
The three runestones at Gällsta refer to four generations of the
same clan. There is another stone at this site with no runic inscription at all, just a cross. One of the stones has been signed by
Öpir, a well-respected “runemaster” from the latter half of the 11th
century.

7 Gullbron
Documents from the 17th century attest that four standing stones
were originally raised at Gullbron. Three of them have now been
moved to other sites in the county and one has gone missing. The
Gullbro inscriptions refer to the Lindö clan, an influential family
north of Vallentunasjön in the 11th century. Two of the stones at
Gullbron were raised by women, Astrid and Inga, which suggests
that the position of women in Viking Age society was strong, at
least among the ruling classes.

8 Vallentuna kyrka
The church in Vallentuna features several runic inscriptions. The
runestone that has been set in the church wall refers to a shipwreck. There is also a stone that Jarlabanke raised in his own honour on which he announces that he had established a thingstead,
a Viking Age assembly place, and that he “alone owns all of this
hundare”. A “hundare” was an area of land probably equivalent to
a medium-sized municipality in modern times.

9 Arkils tingstad
The Viking Age assembly place, Arkils tingstad, an intriguing
stone formation near the lake, is a unique heritage site. The two
runestones at the site recount how Ulf’s sons in Skålhamra raised
the stones and established the assembly place in memory of their
father. This was probably where the men of the Viking Age community assembled to dispense justice and resolve important issues.

LIFE IN RUNRIKET DURING THE VIKING AGE
The vast majority of people during the Viking Age lived as peaceful
farmers and never travelled very far from their birthplaces. Almost
everything they needed was produced on the farm or close to
home. Any surplus could be traded for more exotic goods or for
prestige items such as glass beads and fine textiles.
People from this area travelled primarily eastwards to present-day
Russia and further south to the Mediterranean area to trade. A few
of them took part in raiding parties to England and France, which
is how certain families managed to accumulate great wealth and
strengthen their dominance in their home districts.
Around this time in the early 11th century, Olof Skötkonung chose
to be baptised, and as a result he became the first Christian king to
rule over both Svealand and Götaland. Supported by the church,
a new more modern society began to emerge with its epicenter in
Sigtuna, north of Stockholm, and in the Mälardalen area.
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Jarlabanke, Estrid’s grandchild, was born in about 1035 AD. He was
married twice, firstly to Fastvi and then to Kättilö, and he had two
sons. He was a confident and ambitious man, and one of the few
people ever to raise a runestone in his own honour. His runestones
boasted, among other things, that he was the sole owner of all Täby.
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WHAT DID ESTRID LOOK LIKE?
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During the 11th century, Estrid was one of the most powerful women
in Täby and Vallentuna, and among the first Christians in the area.
Estrid was born in about 1000 AD in Snåttsta, in what is now Vallentuna Municipality. Estrid’s first husband was called Östen, and by
him she bore several sons. Östen died during a voyage to Jerusalem, and Estrid eventually married Ingvar from Harg in Uppland.
After giving birth to three more sons and surviving her second
husband, Estrid returned to her children and grandchildren in Täby.
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KEY FIGURES IN RUNRIKET
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Identifying thousand-year-old remains is virtually impossible,
but based on what the runestones have told us, archaeologists at the Stockholm County Museum believe that it was
indeed Estrid’s grave that was discovered at Broby bro. It
contained silver coins, jewellery and a knife – possessions
that indicate a high social standing.
Estrid’s appearance has been recreated by using the
thousand-year-old cranium and modern forensics. At Täby
library and the Stockholm County Museum, you can view
Estrid in both old and young age.

RUNESTONES AS
ADVERTISING
The 11th century saw an increase in Christian missions in what
is now Sweden, and belief in the ancient Norse gods declined in
favour of the new religion. At the forefront of this trend were the king
and a number of ruling clans that welcomed the new social order. At
this time, there were no communal churches; instead the first Christians raised runestones on their own land to proclaim their faith.
Raising a runestone was also a way of displaying the inheritance
rights to the family farmstead.
In a region full of heathens, it was important to position the stones
so that they were visible to as many people as possible. They were
considered extravagant works of art and painted in bright colours.
However, over the years the colours have faded and nowadays only
the inscriptions are coloured to improve legibility.
Inscriptions were often engraved on commission
by expert engravers known as “runemasters”.
They provide us with detailed information about
Viking Age lifestyle. The texts on the stones were
frequently tributes to a family member who had
passed away. They also allow us an insight into
contemporary foreign travel, bridge construction,
burial mounds, farms and ownership rights.

RUNIC INSCRIPTIONS
A rune is a type of letter or character that was engraved into stone or wood. The runic alphabet was known as the
“Futhark”. There were originally 24 runes, but during the Viking Age the Futhark was reduced to 16 characters.
Learning to understand runes might seem rather difficult, but with a bit of enthusiasm and imagination you too can
learn how to interpret the runic inscriptions!

Relax and play

Runriket is about 25 km north of Stockholm city and the gateway to Runriket,
Jarlabankes bro, is located in Täby kyrkby.
You can reach it by car, bus or with the
Roslagsbanan light railway. Visit sl.se for
local public transport information.

At Jarlabankes bro, the whole family can
enjoy an introduction to Runriket. Let your
children explore the experience park and
visit the outdoor pavilion exhibition. The
scenery around the lake is beautiful and you
can find several attractive picnic areas near
the historical sites.

take the tour
If you start at Jarlabankes bro, you can
take the tour round the lake on a bike, in a
car or by public transport. The entire route
is almost 35 km in length. All ancient monuments are clearly marked and additional
information about the history and significance of each site is available in English
on the numerous information boards.

Book a tour guide
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We provide multilingual guides who can
describe Runriket in more detail and tailor a
tour to your group. Please visit our website
for more information.

Runriket in your mobile
– go on a private guided tour
Would you like to find out more about Runriket? Scan the QR code and access
Runriket’s web app where you can find photos, descriptions, maps and an
audio guide that will tell you more about the attractions. Another way to access
the audio guide is to phone the number listed on the information boards.
Runriket is a partnership between Stockholm County Museum and the municipalities of Täby and Vallentuna.
www.runriket.se
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How to get there

